THE SAGA OF THE FAXE BRAND
Since 1901 beer has been brewed in Faxe, Denmark, and exported to
more than 70 countries in the world. The high quality standard, the iconic
logo and the hones and reliable brand personality has made it a reference
go to brand in many markets all over the world.
A strong brand valuing century-old Danish brewing traditions and skills,
and skills with a strong, reliable and honest brand personality.
The Faxe product portfolio celebrates beer variety with an extensive range
of high quality product in the most relevant packs.
Celebrating the Viking heritage manifests in our iconic logo. It is a
celebration of epic legends, their adventures and their courage to discover
the world. Faxe values great tales of loyalty and brotherhood, and of
sharing and celebrating experiences in good company.
Faxe is the ideal companion for these Viking moments. A luscious, high
quality product stemming from the renowned Danish brewing expertise.

FAXE PREMIUM
Faxe Premium is a smooth and full-bodied all malt lager beer.
Is a classic international premium lager with a smooth, distinctive
taste. The combination of the finest malt, hops and own water
results in an all-malt premium beer, which is full-bodied, but at the
same time pleasantly mild with a round taste and a smooth
mouthfeel. A crisp and well-balanced lager beer.
5% Alc. by Vol.
Packaging:
1,000 ml

FAXE 10%
Faxe 10% is the best strong beer with 10% alcohol for the best
price.
Full and strong value for money.
The slight sweetness combined with the high alcohol percentage
results in a balance product with a vinous taste. Faxe 10% is free of
additives and, unlike other very strong beers, it contains no added
alcohol. The high alcohol content is achieved through standard
brewing techniques. It is easily drinkable and an excellent
alternative to drinks and cocktails.
10% Alc. by Vol.
Packaging:
1,000 ml

